We consider the e¬ect of regularization by interval truncation on the spectrum of a singular non-self-adjoint Sturm{Liouville operator. We present results on spectral inclusion and spectral exactness for the cases where the singularity is in Sims case II or Sims case III. For Sims case I, we present a test for spectral inexactness, which can be used to detect when the interval truncation process is generating spurious eigenvalues. Numerical results illustrate the e¬ectiveness of this test.
Introduction
Over the last 30 years there has been considerable interest in numerical solution of singular Sturm{Liouville problems and, in particular, in the development of automatic software for such problems (see, for example, Bailey et al . 1978 Bailey et al . , 1991a Fulton & Pruess 1993; Marletta & Pryce 1992) . The software described in these papers usually uses an interval truncation procedure to regularize problems posed either on in nite intervals, or on nite intervals with singular behaviour of the coe¯cients near at least one of the endpoints. Rigorous mathematical justi cation of the validity of the interval truncation process, however, did not appear (except for special cases) until the paper of Bailey et al . in 1993 , which uses fundamental ideas from Reed & Simon (1972) to develop conditions under which the spectra of a sequence of regularized problems can (a) provide approximations to the whole spectrum of the original singular eigenvalue problem (spectral inclusion) and (b) not yield approximations to any points which are not in the spectrum of the original singular problem (spectral exactness ). All of this work is for self-adjoint problems only.
Non-self-adjoint singular problems are also very important. They arise when the complex scaling method is used to nd resonances of a self-adjoint problem (for a review, see Hislop & Sigal 1996) and also, more classically, in the study of hydrodynamic stability, where the spectra of the Orr{Sommerfeld and related equations are often studied over in nite intervals. Recent applications to the study of large disturbances in water waves are described by Chamberlain & Porter (1999) .
It is well known that the spectra of non-self-adjoint operators can be pathologically sensitive to perturbation of the operator. Matrix examples of such sensitivity are provided in the classic text of Wilkinson (1965) . For a recent study in the context of non-self-adjoint Sturm{Liouville operators, see Davies (1999) , and for a study in the context of general operators via pseudo-spectra see Trefethen (1997) . Given this sensitivity, it seems important to ask: under what conditions can one expect the regularization process used for self-adjoint singular Sturm{Liouville operators to be successful for non-self-adjoint Sturm{Liouville operators? In particular, can one recover results on spectral inclusion and spectral exactness? If not, might one at least be able to recover results on pseudo-spectral inclusion and pseudo-spectral exactness, or develop a posteriori tests for spectral exactness?
We seek to answer these questions in this paper, for singular second-order nonself-adjoint Sturm{Liouville problems. Our aim is to provide answers which make minimal assumptions about the coe¯cients appearing in the di¬erential equations, in the spirit of the paper of Bailey et al. (1993) . In order to achieve this, we must abandon the possibility of making estimates of rates of convergence under interval truncation. Our approach is therefore entirely di¬erent from that taken by the numerical analysis literature of the 1970s and early 1980s; Osborne (1975) , Keller (1976) and Markowich (1982) , for example, consider more general systems of di¬er-ential equations, but under much more restrictive assumptions on the behaviour of the coe¯cients and/or solutions of the di¬erential equations at the singular point. For a review of the numerical analysis literature on singular two-point boundary value problems, see Abramov et al. (1984) .
For self-adjoint problems, a singular endpoint is either of limit-point or of limitcircle type. This is the Titchmarsh{Weyl theory and may be developed either using methods of complex analysis (see Titchmarsh 1946) or using the theory of de ciency indices for symmetric operators on Hilbert spaces (see, for example, Dunford & Schwartz 1963) . The analogous theory for non-self-adjoint problems is due to Sims (1957) and to Brown et al. (1999) . It is based on the Titchmarsh approach to the selfadjoint case, and will be very important in this paper. The other ingredient which we shall nd useful is a non-self-adjoint analogue of the results of Reed & Simon (1972, theorems VIII.23{VIII.25) on spectral inclusion and spectral exactness, for which we shall use results from Harrabi (1997) and Kato (1966, p. 208) .
A review of the Sims classi¯cation
The problem which we consider concerns the spectral behaviour of the expression
where, as usual, we assume the following.
Assumption (i) implies that a is a regular point of (2.1); in particular, the initial value problem M[y] = ¶ y, y(a) = a 1 , py 0 (a) = a 2 , where a 1 and a 2 are any constants, has a unique solution (see Coddington & Levinson 1955, footnote, p. 67) . We shall assume that b is a singular point. By this we mean that either b = +1 or that
Since we are assuming that Q does not occupy all of C, it is known that its complement has either one or two connected components.y For ¶ 0 2 CnQ, we denote by K = K( ¶ 0 ) the nearest point in Q to ¶ 0 and by L the tangentz to Q at K and arrange by translation and rotation through an angle ² for L to coincide with the imaginary-axis while ¶ 0 and Q are contained in the new left and right half-planes, respectively. That is, for all x 2 [a; b) and r 2 (0; 1), we require by choice of K and ² that
The set of all such admissible pairs (² ; K) we call S and we also de ne
In order to obtain from (2.1) a well-posed eigenvalue problem, we need to introduce boundary conditions at a and possibly at b. The conditions at a will be given in the form
where the parameter ¬ , which may be complex, will be subject to the condition
This gives rise to a set S(¬ ) which is de ned as the subset of S in which (2.6) holds. We note that ¬ = 0 and ¬ = º =2 correspond to Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. When p = 1 and q is real, the classical theory of Weyl (1910) and Titchmarsh (1946) shows that if and ¿ are linearly independent solutions of (2.1) which satisfy
where ¬ is now real, then there is a complex number m( ¶ ), a function of the strictly complex variable ¶ , such that
y See remark 5.4 at the end of this paper for a note on the de nition of Q. z If K is a corner, the results of Brown et al . (1999) hold for any valid choice of tangent, though some choices give smaller a priori sets containing the spectrum than others. lies in L 2 w [a; b). When, up to constant multiples, Á is the only solution of the di¬er-ential equation which lies in L 2 w [a; b), we say that (2.1) is in the limit-point case at b. If, however, both and ¿ lie in L 2 w [a; b), then we say that (2.1) is in the limit-circle case at b. In this case, an additional boundary condition at b is needed in order to make (2.1), (2.5) into a well-posed eigenvalue problem. There is a one-to-one correspondence between this additional boundary condition and the choice of function m( ) in (2.8), in the sense that with an appropriate choice of boundary condition there exists a unique function m( ) such that (2.8) de nes a solution Á of the di¬erential equation satisfying the boundary condition at x = b, while with an allowed choice of m( ) the function Á de ned in (2.8) can itself be used, for appropriate ¶ , to de ne the boundary condition at x = b in the form [y; Á](b) = 0, where [f; g] := p(f g 0 ¡ f 0 g) denotes the Wronskian of two functions f and g. It is known that the classi cation of limit point or limit circle is independent of the strictly complex parameter ¶ . The terminology of limit point or limit circle owes its origin to the method used to establish the existence and possible uniqueness of Á in (2.8). It may be shown that the spectral points of any realization of M in (2.1) as an operator in L 2 w [a; b) may be characterized by the behaviour in the limit as Im ¶ ! 0 of the function m( ¶ ) associated with the boundary conditions de ning the domain of the realization.
Many of these notions may be carried over to the case when p, q and ¬ are complex. In a seminal paper, Sims (1957) shows that when p = w = 1 and Im q < 0, then the limit-point/limit-circle classi cation of Weyl now gets replaced by a threefold classi cation. We shall discuss this in the more general setting of Brown et al . (1999) , which only requires (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) to hold. Using a nesting circle method based on that of both Weyl and Sims, Brown et al . prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (see Brown et al . 1999) 
It is interesting to examine the case when p is real and non-negative. In this case, for some ² 2 [¡ º =2; º =2] and K 2 C, let
Then the condition (2.9) in the Sims characterization of (2.1) in theorem 2.1 for
In this case, the remark on the independence of the classi cation can be extended to the following.
(i) If, for some ¶ 0 2 C, all the solutions of (2.1) satisfy (2.11), then, for all ¶ 2 C, all solutions of (2.1) satisfy (2.11).
(ii) If, for some ¶ 0 2 C, all the solutions of (2.1) satisfy one of
then the same applies for all ¶ 2 C.
We remark that Sim's analysis is the special case of the above when ² = º =2, K = 0. This restriction overlooks the interesting features present in (2.11) when ² 2 (¡ º =2; º =2), namely, that the classi cation in theorem 2.1 involves a weighted Sobolev space as well as L 2 w [a; b). The paper by Brown et al . (1999) also examines the analytic behaviour of m( ¶ ) and the connection between this and the spectrum of M , an operator realization of M in L 2 w [a; b). This is summarized in the following theorems, in which m denotes the unique function such that (2.8) de nes a solution of (2.1) which either (i) lies in L 2 w [a; b) (Sims case I) or (ii) lies in L 2 w [a; b) and satis es the additional boundary condition at x = b (Sims cases II and III).
Theorem 2.2 (see Brown et al . 1999, theorem 4.13 Brown et al . 1999, theorem 4.7) . Suppose that (2.1) is in case I. De¯ne
Then m( ¶ ) is de¯ned throughout CnQ(¬ ) and has a meromorphic extension to
Remark 2.4. The set Q(¬ ) actually gives quite a slack upper bound on the spectrum, as it contains the whole numerical range of M .
Tests for spectral inclusion and spectral exactness
In this section we prove a simple theorem (theorem 3.1) which allows us to test a convergent sequence of eigenvalue approximations obtained from a sequence of truncated interval problems, in order to determine whether or not the limit of the sequence is truly an eigenvalue of our original problem. We also prove two additional results (theorems 3.3 and 3.4) which give methods for determining whether or not the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 are satis ed for a given problem. The second of these, theorem 3.4, extends a convergence result in Brown et al. (1999) from the complement of the numerical range of our singular operator into a set which is typically much larger.
Finally, we show how theorems 3.3 and 3.4 allow us to develop a test for spectral inclusion, to ensure that there will be no eigenvalues of the original problem which remain unapproximated by the truncation process.
(a) Spectral exactness
We denote by m( ) the m function developed in x 2; in Sims cases II and III, this corresponds to a particular choice of boundary condition at x = b. From theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we know that the poles of m are the eigenvalues of a realization M of the di¬erential operator M subject to a boundary condition of the form
(and possibly an additional boundary condition at x = b).
We denote by L the operator, and by`( ) the Titchmarsh{Weyl function, when the boundary condition at x = a is changed to
but the boundary conditions at x = b (where applicable) are left unchanged, the same as those for M . The functions`and m are related by the identity
(see Brown et al. 1999, eqn (5.17) ). Let (b n ) n2 N be a sequence such that b n % b as n % 1. Following Brown et al . (1999, x 2), we may construct a sequence M n of regular operators de ned on the intervals [a; b n ]. These operators M n are still de ned by M n y = My on their domains; it is the boundary conditions de ning these domains which are of interest. At x = a, we keep the boundary condition (3.1). At x = b n , we impose a boundary condition of the form
The Titchmarsh{Weyl function m n associated with M n is then given in terms of the solutions and ¿ of (2.7) by
(see Brown et al . 1999, eqn (2.6) ). We shall examine in lemma 3.2, theorem 3.3 and theorem 3.4 below conditions on the n which ensure that, for ¶ in certain regions of C,
Let L n be a sequence of regular operators de ned on the intervals [a; b n ], with boundary condition (3.2) at x = a and with the same boundary conditions (3.3) as the M n at x = b n , so that the associated Titchmarsh{Weyl functions`n( ) satisfy
By analogy with (3.4), we shall assume that, in some appropriate regions of C,
Theorem 3.1 (test for spectral inexactness). Suppose that · 2 C has the following properties.
(1) · does not lie in the spectrum of M . 
A consequence of this theorem is that if a subsequence of eigenvalues of the regularized operators M n converges to some point · which is not an eigenvalue (spectral inexactness), then the L n will also possess a subsequence of eigenvalues converging to the same point · . Moreover, if subsequences of eigenvalues of M n and of L n converge to the same point, then at least one of the subsequences is spectrally inexact, because the boundary conditions (3.1) and (3.2) ensure that M and L have no shared eigenvalues. Theorem 3.1 therefore gives us a test for spectral exactness: if only the M n , and not the L n , possess eigenvalues accumulating at · , then · must be an eigenvalue of M .
Proof of theorem 3.1. Let A be any su¯ciently small annulus surrounding · and let ¡ be a closed contour in A surrounding · . For any function f which is meromorphic in a simply connected open set containing ¡ , we denote by N Z (f; ¡ ) the number of zeros of f inside ¡ and by N P (f; ¡ ) the number of poles of f inside ¡ . Rouché's theorem gives
In view of the identity m( ¶ )`( ¶ ) = ¡ 1, we have N Z (m; ¡ ) = N P (`; ¡ ) and 1=m = ¡`, so we can write
As · does not lie in the spectrum of M , we have N P (m; ¡ ) = 0 for all su¯ciently small annuli A. Hence
By arguments similar to those which gave (3.6), we have
The uniform convergence m n ! m implies uniform convergence of m 0 n to m 0 (by the Cauchy integral representation of the derivative). Combined with the uniform convergence`n !`, this yields
for all su¯ciently large n. Combining this with (3.7) we have, for all su¯ciently large n,
In the case of possibility (a), the sequence M n does not have any eigenvalues converging spuriously to · , which is a non-eigenvalue of M . Since eigenvalues of M n are poles of m n , we have N P (m n ; ¡ ) = 0 and (3.8) then shows that the sequence L n is spectrally exact for L near · . Thus we have spectral exactness near · for both M and L. In the case that (a) is not true, then for some arbitrarily small annuli A and arbitrarily large n 2 N, we will have N P (m n ; ¡ ) = number of eigenvalues of M n inside ¡ > 0 and, from (3.8),
which shows that N P (`n; ¡ ), the number of eigenvalues of L n inside ¡ , is at least one. Thus L n also has an eigenvalue close to · . This gives possibility (b).
(b) Conditions for m function convergence
We now examine the hypotheses m n ! m and`n !`of theorem 3.1. Under what conditions do these hold?
We consider rst Sims cases II and III. The following result explains how to choose the boundary condition (3.3) to ensure that (3.4) and (3.5) hold.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that the di®erential equation is of Sims case II or III. Let
(see Brown et al. 1999, eqn (4.11) 
, in which m n is chosen so that Á n satis es (3.3) with n given by (3.9). From the de nition of the n , the fact that Á n satis es (3.3) may be written as 
Comparing (3.10) with (3.11) establishes (3.4) when
Now Brown et al . (1999, corollary 3.4, eqn (3.4) ) give a formula which allows us to extend this result to other values of ¶ ,
This formula possesses the regular-interval analogue
(3.14)
These formulae hold at any point which is not an eigenvalue of M or of M n , respectively. Moreover, since the equation is in Sims case II or III, all of ( ; ¶ ), ( ; ¶ 0 ),
. Hence, combining (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain the convergence
at any point ¶ which is not an eigenvalue of M . This establishes (3.4), and (3.5) is proved similarly.
Of course, theorem 3.1 requires more than just pointwise convergence, and so it is fortunate that the following stronger result holds. Proof . That m n ( ¶ ) ! m( ¶ ) pointwise on K has already been proved in lemma 3.2. The uniformity of the convergence depends on having a uniform bound on the L 2 w norms of ( ; ¶ ) and ¿ ( ; ¶ ) for ¶ 2 K . This can be obtained by a standard variation of parameters argument, expressing the solutions in terms of ( ; ¶ 0 ) and ¿ ( ; ¶ 0 ) (see Sims 1957, x 3, theorem 2; Brown et al . 1999 , remark 2.2).
For the functions`n and`, a result exactly analogous to theorem 3.3 is clearly valid, the only di¬erence being now that K must not contain eigenvalues of L.
We turn now to Sims case I. In order to handle this case, it is necessary to know more about the behaviour of the solutions of the di¬erential equation. Suppose that, for some ¶ 2 C, the di¬erential equation possesses`small' and`large' solutions. We shall assume that the small solution is the (unique up to scalar multiples) square integrable solution Á(x; ¶ ), and we denote the non-unique large solution by¨(x; ¶ ). By`small' and`large' we mean that these solutions satisfy the condition
Clearly,¨is not unique;¨+ Á, for example, is also a`large' solution in the sense of (3.16). The solutions and ¿ of (2.7) can clearly be written in terms of Á and¨, 3.17) in which the constants c 1 , c 2 , d 1 and d 2 are given by
and (3.19) where W = p(Á¨0 ¡ Á 0¨) is the usual Wronskian. Suppose that m n is de ned by the requirement that the solution
satis es the boundary condition Á n (b n ; ¶ ) = 0. Then
Now, combining (3.16) with (3.17), we have
for large n. Combining this with (3.20) yields
for large n. Together with (3.18) and (3.19), this yields, for large n,
the last equality in (3.21) being an immediate consequence of de nition 4.10 of Brown et al . (1999) . From these considerations the following result is clearly true. Clearly, a similar result holds for the functions`n( ¶ ) and their convergence to the function`( ¶ ).
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that the di®erential equation is of Sims case I type at
x = b. Let K CnQ b (¬ ) be a
compact set such that, for ¶ 2 K , the square-integrable solution Á(x; ¶ ) of the di®erential equation exists and is an analytic function of ¶ . Suppose, moreover, that there exists a second solution¨(x; ¶ ) such that
Remark 3.5. The result of theorem 3.4 will also hold if the domains of the M n are de ned by certain other boundary conditions at x = b n . Suppose that a boundary condition y(b n ) cos n + y 0 (b n ) sin n = 0 is imposed, where the n are complex numbers. Then it may be shown that the result continues to hold, provided lim n! 1 Á(b n ; ¶ ) cos n + Á 0 (b n ; ¶ ) sin n (b n ; ¶ ) cos n +¨0(b n ; ¶ ) sin n = 0 (3.23) locally uniformly with respect to ¶ . In problems where Á 0 (x; ¶ )=¨0(x; ¶ ) ! 0 as x ! b, one would have to choose the n quite carefully for (3.23) to fail.
(c) A simple test for spectral inclusion
In the self-adjoint case, spectral inclusion is usually very easy to prove. In fact, suppose T is a self-adjoint operator on a domain D(T ) in a Hilbert space H and let (T n ) be a sequence of operators with domains (D(T n )) which converge pointwise to T on some set
Then, provided C is a core of T (in other words, provided the set (C ; T C ) is dense in the graph of T ), the sequence (T n ) will be spectrally inclusive for T ; every eigenvalue of T will be the limit of some sequence ( ¶ (n) ) in which ¶ (n) lies in the spectrum of T n .
In the non-self-adjoint case, a result of such generality does not seem to exist, although some of the results of Harrabi (1997) come quite close. We shall examine some corollaries of Harrabi's work, as well as a standard result from Kato (1966) , in x 4 below. In this subsection, however, we shall show that spectral inclusion always holds in Sims cases II and III, and in Sims case I in those parts of the complex plane where theorem 3.4 holds.
Theorem 3.6 (test for spectral inclusion). In the notation of theorem 3.1, suppose that · 2 C is an isolated eigenvalue of M . In Sims case I, assume that · does not lie in Q b (¬ ). Suppose also that m n ( ¶ ) ! m( ¶ ) as n ! 1 uniformly on any compact annulus surrounding · . Then there exists a sequence ( ¶
Proof . Given°> 0 su¯ciently small, surround · by an annulus A whose outer radius is at most°and let ¡ be a circular contour surrounding · and contained in A. Since · is a pole of m, we may assume by taking°su¯ciently small that A contains no zeros of m. The uniform convergence of m n to m on A then guarantees that, for all su¯ciently large n, m n is bounded away from zero in A, so 1=m n also converges uniformly to 1=m in A. Moreover, Cauchy's integral representation of the derivative implies that m 0 n converges uniformly to m 0 on A. Hence we have
and the fact that both sides of this equation are integers gives
for all su¯ciently large n. From the argument principle, if we let¸denote the algebraic multiplicity of · as an eigenvalue (and hence as pole of m), we have
Combining (3.25) and (3.26) shows that M n also has eigenvalues of total algebraic multiplicity¸inside the contour ¡ , for all su¯ciently large n.
In x 5 we shall give some examples in which the Eastham{Levinson asymptotics (Eastham 1989 ) allows us to verify the hypothesis (3.22) and hence apply the test for spectral exactness given in theorems 3.1 and 3.6.
Pseudo-spectral inclusion and spectrum-of-sequence inclusion
In this section we consider a sequence (T n ) of operators on a Hilbert space H. Let T be some other operator on H. We denote by D(T n ) the domain of T n and by D(T ) the domain of T . We shall be interested in two di¬erent types of convergence of T n to T : strong convergence, in which T n f ! T f for each xed f , and norm resolvent convergence, in which
Strong convergence is usually observed when a problem of Sims case I is regularized by a sequence of interval truncations, while the stronger property of norm resolvent convergence is observed when the problem being regularized is of Sims case II or III. Strong convergence generally results in a very weak type of spectral approximation, which is given by theorem 4.4 below; in practice, for di¬erential equation eigenvalue problems, this is probably not as useful a result as theorem 3.6. Norm resolvent convergence, on the other hand, gives a spectral exactness result (theorem 4.6), which theorems 3.1 and 3.3 do not give. Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 do not preclude spectral inexactness in Sims cases II and III; they merely give a test for spectral inexactness, whereas theorem 4.6 precludes spectral inexactness.
The following de nition is standard.
is called a core of T if, for every x 2 D(T ) and°> 0, there exists x°2 C such that kx ¡ x°k <°; kT x ¡ T x°k <°:
The following de nition is also required.
De¯nition 4.2. The spectrum of the sequence (T n ), denoted ¼ (fT n g), is the set
Note that, for self-adjoint operators, ¼ (fT n g) can contain only points which are limit points of sequences of the form ( ¶ (n) ), in which ¶ (n) lies in the spectrum
To see this, let ¶ 2 ¼ (fT n g) and let a n := k( ¶ I ¡ T n ) ¡ 1 k ¡ 1 , so that a n ! 0 as n ! 1. By the spectral calculus for the self-adjoint operator T n , given°> 0, there certainly exists a point of ¼ (T n ) within distance a n +°of ¶ . In particular, choosing°= 1=n, we can nd
This proves
as required.
Remark 4.3. The reverse inclusion also holds if one changes the de nition of
Then, for each integer m and each°> 0, the point ¶ lies within°of a point of [ n> m ¼ (T n ). In particular, for each j > 0, there exists n j > m and ¶ n j 2 T n j such that j ¶ ¡ ¶ n j j 6 1=j. Thus, by the spectral calculus,
For the non-self-adjoint case, the spectral calculus no longer holds (unless the T n happen to be normal). The following result (a simple modi cation of a result of Harrabi 1997) thus provides for non-self-adjoint operators as close an analogue of the spectral inclusion result of Reed & Simon (1972, theorem VIII.24) as is possible, in general.
Theorem 4.4. Let C be a core of T and suppose that
so that, if f 2 C , then T n f is de¯ned for all su±ciently large n. Let
Suppose that, for each f 2 C , we have lim n! 1 kT n f ¡ T f k = 0. Then
Proof . Suppose that ¶ does not lie in ¼ (fT n g). Then there exists M 2 R + and a monotone increasing sequence (n j ) j2 N such that
Since this holds for all f 2 C , it follows from de nition 4.1 that
Hence ¶ does not lie in ¼ a (T ), which proves the result.
Because the result (4.1) does not hold, in general, for non-self-adjoint operators, it is not generally possible to replace ¼ (fT n g) in (4.2) by \ m2 N [ n> m ¼ (T n ). However, the following result concerning pseudo-spectra can be proved.
Let C be a core of T satisfying the same hypotheses as in theorem 4.4 and suppose that for all f 2 C we have lim n! 1 kT n f ¡ T f k = 0. Then
where lim inf
Proof . We start by de ning
Suppose that ¶ does not lie in ¼¯(fT n g). Then there exists ® 2 (0;¯¡ 1 ) and a monotone increasing sequence (n j ) j2 N such that
Let f 2 C , and write
Letting j ! 1 gives
Inequality (4.7) holds for all f 2 C and hence, since C is a core of T , for all f 2 D(T ). In particular, this implies that ¶ I ¡ T is invertible and
. This implies that k( ¶ I ¡ T ) ¡ 1 k 6 ® <¯¡ 1 , and so ¶ does not lie in ¼¯(T ). We have thus proved
The result will be proved if we can show that, for¯<°,
To do this, suppose that · does not lie in lim inf n! 1 ¼°(T n ). By de nition,
and so, for each m 2 N, · does not lie in
In other words, there exists a subsequence (T n j ) j2 N such that
Hence, by de nition,
From (4.6), we have clearly proved · does not lie in ¼¯(fT n g). This establishes (4.9), and our proof is complete.
where lim sup is de¯ned by
Proof . Let R n = (zI ¡ T n ) ¡ 1 and let R = (zI ¡ T ) ¡ 1 . Then kR n ¡ Rk ! 0 as n ! 1. From the results in Kato (1966, IV, x 3, p. 208) , it follows that lim sup
However, the spectrum of R is related to the spectrum of T by ¶ 2 ¼ (T ) if and only if (z ¡ ¶ )
(Note: for our applications, 1 will be an accumulation point of ¼ (T ) and so zero will lie in ¼ (R).) A similar relationship holds between ¼ (T n ) and ¼ (R n ). Thus (4.11) implies (4.10).
We shall now show that in Sims cases II and III, the hypotheses of theorem 4.6 are satis ed by taking T n = M n and T = M , where M n and M are the operators of theorem 3.1. Thus theorem 4.6 will supersede theorem 3.1 in Sims cases II and III as a guarantee that spectral inexactness is impossible provided the boundary conditions are correct. Spectral inclusion still holds by theorem 3.6. Combining all these results will show that in Sims cases II and III, provided we generate the M n using the boundary conditions described for these cases in lemma 3.2, we have spectral inclusion and spectral exactness (theorem 4.1 below). 
and let the G n (x; y; ¶ ) be the Green's functions given by G n (x; y; ¶ ) = ¡ ¿ (x; ¶ )Á n (y; ¶ ); a < x < y < b; ¡ Á n (x; ¶ )¿ (y; ¶ ); a < y < x < b:
(see Brown et al. 1999, eqn (4.2) ). Fix z 2 C and suppose that z does not lie in the spectrum of M or of any of the M n for su±ciently large n.
Proof . From eqn (4.2) of Brown et al . (1999) , we know that We now use the formulae
Since lim n! 1 jm n (z) ¡ m(z)j = 0, this proves the result. (a) For every ¶ in the spectrum of M , there exists a convergent sequence ( ¶ (n) ) n2 N , with ¶ (n) in the spectrum of M n , whose limit is ¶ .
N is a convergent sequence with limit ¶ and ¶ (n) lies in the spectrum of M n for each n, then ¶ lies in the spectrum of M .
Proof . By theorem 4.7, the hypotheses of theorem 4.6 are satis ed. This immediately gives (b). Turning to (a), we observe that the hypotheses of theorem 3.3 are satis ed. The result of theorem 3.3 allows us to use theorem 3.4, which in turn allows us to use theorem 3.6. The conclusion of theorem 3.6 is precisely (a).
Examples
We illustrate the results of the preceding sections with some numerical examples. For the operators M n and L n on nite intervals [0; b n ], the boundary conditions at the origin will be the same as for M and L, respectively, while the boundary condition (3.9) at x = b n will be given, according to lemma 3.2, by
Using the code described in Greenberg & Marletta (1999) , we computed the eigenvalues of the operators M n and L n in the box with corners 100, 100(1 + i), 100i, 0, Greenberg & Marletta (1999) with T OL = 10 Note that these eigenvalue problems can be formulated as compact perturbations of self-adjoint eigenvalue problems, although it is not immediately clear how one might use this to obtain spectral inclusion and/or exactness results.
Example 5.2. We consider the (now rather infamous) rotated harmonic oscillator problem ¡ y 00 + c 2 x 2 y = ¶ y; x 2 [0; 1); y(0) = 0; c 2 C; Re(c) > 0 (see Davies 1999 ). This problem is of Sims case I at in nity and its eigenvalues are given by ¶ k = c(4k + 3); k = 0; 1; 2; : : : :
It is known that the higher index eigenvalues are very ill-conditioned (when c 2 is not positive). Denoting by M the operator associated with this problem, this illconditioning may be explained by the fact that k(M ¡ zI) ¡ 1 k is extremely large in very large neighbourhoods of these eigenvalues, making it numerically di¯cult to determine the precise location of the poles of k(M ¡ zI) ¡ 1 k, which are the eigenvalues. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 are satis ed for this problem, so theorem 3.1 still gives a valid test for spectral inexactness. One might expect that this would be of rather academic interest, given that the operators M n and L n on the truncated intervals [0; b n ] will themselves have very ill-conditioned higher index eigenvalues. To some extent this is correct. However, in table 2 we show the result of truncating the interval to [0; 20] and locating all the eigenvalues in a rectangle in the complex plane with bottom right-hand corner ¶ = 100 and top left-hand corner ¶ = 90i. The boundary conditions used were y(0) = 0 = y(20) for the M n problem, the condition y(20) = 0 being suggested by theorem 3.4. For the L n problem, the conditions are then determined by the need to ensure that the associated Titchmarsh{Weyl functions satisfy m n ( ¶ )`n( ¶ ) = ¡ 1, as demanded by theorem 3.1; this can be achieved by choosing the boundary conditions y 0 (0) = 0 = y(20) for the L n problem. Theorem 3.1 then allows us to identify spurious eigenvalues as those points of the spectra of M n and L n which converge to the same limit. Some judgement is needed as eigenvalues could be close without converging to the same limit.
The spurious eigenvalues in table 2 are marked with asterisks. These eigenvalues distinguish themselves by being almost invariant under the change of boundary condition at the origin. Indeed, in all but one case, the relative di¬erences are less than the tolerance which was used in the computations (10 ¡ 5 ). There is also a problem with`missing' eigenvalues in this table; M n ought to have an eigenvalue close to 79 + i57 and an eigenvalue close to 91 + i66, both of which are missing. Thus the illconditioning of these problems may induce spectral inexactness, for which we seem to be able to test by changing the boundary conditions, but it can also cause a lack of spectral inclusion, which is rather more di¯cult to spot.
Three eigenvalues are marked with daggers rather than asterisks; they are not spurious, and have simply failed to converge to good approximations because [0; 20] is a poor approximation to [0; 1). Using the`complex scaling' method, the resonances of this problem are of the form e ¡ 2i · ,where · is an eigenvalue of the non-self-adjoint problem ¡ z 00 + 16x 2 e 2i exp(¡ xe i )z = · z; z 0 (0) = 0; x 2 [0; 1) (5.2) (see Hislop & Sigal 1996) . The rotation angle > 0 must be such that the function x 7 ! 16x 2 e 2i exp(¡ xe i ) lies in L 1 [0; 1) and, in particular, therefore < º =2.
Resonances have the property that e ¡ 2i · is independent of , a property which will not be (exactly) preserved under interval truncation even if one avoids spurious eigenvalues caused by interval truncation.
As the di¬erential equation is in Sims case I at in nity and possesses, for Im ¶ 6 = 0, both exponentially small and exponentially large solutions for large x, theorem 3.4 suggests that we impose the boundary condition y(b n ) = 0 and carry out the same process as for the previous example to detect spurious eigenvalues.
Using a rotation angle = 1:1 and a truncated interval [0; 100] with boundary condition y(100) = 0, we computed both the eigenvalues of the equation in (5.2) with y 0 (0) = 0 and the eigenvalues for the same equation but with the boundary condition y(0) = 0 using the code of Greenberg & Marletta (1999) . We asked the code to nd, in the · -plane, all the eigenvalues in the box with corners (¡ 0:01; 0:01), (¡ 0:01; 5), (¡ 10; 5), (¡ 10; 0:01), with a tolerance of 10 ¡ 6 . The results, rotated back into the ¶ -plane via ¶ = e ¡ 2i · , are shown in table 3. Of the four alleged resonances found with y 0 (0) = 0, three are virtually unchanged when the boundary condition is changed to y(0) = 0. Theorem 3.1 indicates that these are probably spurious. This is obvious for the two which have positive imaginary parts, as resonances lie in the lower half-plane by de nition; however, without theorem 3.1, it would not have been obvious for the alleged resonance at 3:869 964 8¡ i0:744 398 8. For this problem, we believe that the only genuine resonance found, for boundary condition y 0 (0) = 0, is the one at 2:861 786 706 ¡ i1:6 £ 10 ¡ 6 . In fact, of the four alleged resonances, this is the only one that is invariant under a change of the rotation angle ; however, in general, it is not clear that a spurious resonance generated by interval truncation would always fail to be invariant under change of .
Remark 5.4. We would like to thank the referees for their exceptionally careful reading of this paper. In particular, one referee pointed out that the de nition of the set Q in (2.2), which is taken directly from Brown et al . (1999) , makes this set larger than necessary, because, with the current de nition, Q will change if the coe¯cients in the di¬erential equation are changed on a set of measure zero, yet the operators and their spectra will not. An alternative de nition of Q, which circumvents this di¯culty, is to let Q t = co q(x) w(x) + rp(x) j x 2 [a; b)nftg; 0 < r < 1 and then de ne Q := t2 [a;b)
This gives tighter a priori bounds on the spectrum.
